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Nikonian Editorial
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By J. Ramón Palacios (JRP), Co-Founder

The future couldn’t be brighter for Nikon pho-

tography enthusiasts, even when that future
includes a steep learning curve. Or perhaps it is
enhanced because of that challenge.
We have known it for some time, but the Photo
Marketing Association International® (PMA)
2006 International Convention and Trade Show
in Orlando drove the message home and served
to confirm our Nikonians sharing and learning
vocation.
Those were my thoughts as a photographer with
over 40 years of Nikon related experience, seeing the company and its competitors unveiling
new cameras and equipment and software, at an
always faster pace; Nikon always right on time:
when ready.
Walking along the packed convention center
featuring the latest technological innovations for
what has now been become “photo imaging”,
by looking at some facial expressions I could tell
many could not help but remember the good old
days, when words like software, megabytes and
gigabytes did not even exist. Back then it was not
“imaging” — just “photography.”
Those were the days when a select few experts
could tell the difference between Velvia and a
brand of cheese, and knew that depth-of-field
was not a reference to footprints on soggy grass.
In my case, ironically clasping my D2X with a DX
lens, the brief contagious feeling of nostalgia was
quickly over shadowed by the high tech innovations on display. From one major booth to another, the same constant word came up-- “New.”
Along with “new” comes the same set of questions of 40 years ago, just using different technical terms.
How do you operate it?
How does that part work?
Can I use it for what I shoot?
That learning curve will never go away, and as
I found myself, asking the same questions as the
younger generation of convention attendees a
smile came across my face. It was evident that
the Nikonians site Bo and I started over six years
ago has evolved into not only a friendly community of Nikon enthusiast sharing their knowledge,

but also a community of teachers and students,
all learning new technology at the same time, and
getting good at it in almost no time.
The more experienced Nikonians carry the advantage of understanding photography as not
only an art, but also a lucrative business. They are
willing to share their photography skills with their
younger counterparts who come into the field with
a heft dose of technological experience. Thanks to
that generosity we do have a wonderful piece of
Nikon enthusiastic synergy going on at Nikonians,
and the PMA served as a reminder of that. NonNikonians seemed to have an overwhelmed look in
their faces.
The new technology is making for interesting
cooperation among competitors which will serve as
added benefit to all of us.
Nikon for instance has joined Pentax and Olympus in supporting the Kodak’s ImageLink standard.
They all have now custom docks for select models that connect with ease to Kodak’s EasyShare
printer docks.
Add the host of new consumer oriented Nikon
cameras and lenses to an already impressive inventory to the new breed of “imagers” we once knew
as “photographers” and Nikonians is definitively
on an interesting track.
This new age has created the unique situation
where we are all entering that same learning curve
together.
The good news is we have set an enviable six
year standard for sharing that learning in a friendly
manner and as the world of photography evolves
into the next generation -- we will be here to share
knowledge and experience and to take some of
the steepness out of that learning curve.
After all, no matter if the camera shoots film or
digital, or what kind of glass is attached, the one
strong bond we all have in common is the love
of pointing our Nikons in the right direction and
shooting many, many pictures. Oh, let me rephrase — “capturing many, many images.”
Welcome to the new age of photography fellow
Nikonians.
Let’s keep on sharing and learning at Nikonians,
Worldwide Home for Nikon Imagers. JRP
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Nikonian How-To
®

By Marsel van Oosten (Marsel)

Creating Your Own Custom Photo Book

Introduction
When I was still shooting
print film, I used to take my
rolls to the local camera store
and have them developed and
printed. At home I would flip
through all the images, take
out all the bad shots and keep
the average and the good
ones. My wife would then put
all those images in a photo
book, together with some
decorative items and descriptive taglines.
Those books are great fun.
If I want to take a trip down
memory lane or share some
images with family and
friends, I just walk to the
bookshelf and pick one - it’s
as easy as that.
When I started shooting slide
film, things changed. I only
had my slides developed, and
the money I saved on printing was spent buying more
film. As a consequence I shot
a lot more images on each
occasion. I bought a projector and a projection screen
and from then on we had
slide shows instead of photo

books. Although nothing beats
a good slide show, it takes time
setting it all up and lacks the
spontaneity of picking a book
off the shelf. So I bought a slide
scanner and a good printer. But
scanning slides turned out to
be very time consuming to say
the least, not to mention the
time spent on post processing
and printing. As a result I only
scanned and processed the really good shots and only printed
the extraordinary. Needless to
say, during that phase, I never
made a photo book.
Two years ago, with my switch
to digital, I find myself shooting more than ever before. As a
result I have more keepers due
to the instant feedback. I’m
spending more time behind the
computer than I would like to.
Sure, I’m happy to be freed
from slide scanning and framing, but the simple fact that
I have so much more images
to sort out and work on now
means that I haven’t gained
much time. The constant backlog of raw files waiting to be
converted has made me focus
entirely on processing with little
or no time left for printing.
So how do I show my images
now? Well, I either go to my
online gallery or open selected
folders on my photo hard drive.
But just like the old fashioned
slide show, it isn’t something
you do as spontaneous and
easily as flipping through a nice
photo book. And quite frankly,
gathering the whole family
around the laptop just doesn’t
feel the same.
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But sharing pictures with
family and friends isn’t the
only reason I started thinking
about making photo books
again. If you’re a professional
photographer or want to
become one, you can’t do it
without a good old fashioned
portfolio. If you visit a potential client, a magazine editor
or a publisher you would want
to show your images in the
best professional manner.
Printing your best work
yourself and putting it in a
standard portfolio may do the
trick, but what I wanted was a
custom made hardcover photo
book without the ugly plastic
sleeves, using only high end
printing techniques and top
quality paper, and looking just
like an expensive coffee table
book from the better book
stores.
There are quite a few companies on the internet that
offer custom made photo
books, including Shutterfly.
com, Mypublisher.com, Ofoto.
com (by Kodak), Snapfish.
com, ImageStation.com (by
Sony), iPhoto (by Apple) and
SharedInk.com.
After doing some considerable online research, one of
my conclusions was that only
a few are Mac compatible.
Since I work on a Powermac
G5 myself, this narrowed
down my choice to either
Shutterfly.com, iPhoto or
SharedInk.com.
continued >
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In my opinion, of all the
companies there was one that
clearly showed excellent dedication to meeting the needs
of professional and critical
amateur photographers.
That company is SharedInk.
com.
They offer full-bleed professional printing on four different paper stocks, finished
off with high quality binding.
Where most other companies
are primarily online photo labs
that offer photo books as an
extra option, SharedInk is fully
specialized in creating high
quality custom photo books.
This review is about my
experiences on making my
first custom photo book with
SharedInk.com.
Shared Ink
The company was founded
in 2001 by Chris Hickman,
combining the printed book
market with the online family and photo sharing market
into a single product. It now
offers two different programs:
the Regular Program and the
Photographer Program.
Within the Regular Program
you can start right away: Sign
up for your free SharedInk.
com account, gather your
photos to include in your
book, choose how many
photos per page and upload
them, and finally preview your
book and place your order.
You have a choice of different linen hardcover books; for
instance an 8.25” tall x 11.0”
wide Keepsake Book ($39.95
for the first 20 pages - 10
sheets, double-sided - $1.00
each additional page) and a
6” tall by 8” wide MiniBook
($24.95 for the first 20 pages
- 10 sheets, double-sided $0.50 each additional page).

You can also publish your
book in digital format, allowing
you to view your book offline
or share it with others with the
Digital PDF Book that is now
offered for free. My interest
however was focused mainly on
the Photographer Program.
The Photographers Program
SharedInk realized that there
is a group of critical photographers who are much more demanding than their regular retail
customers. Color accuracy, high
quality paper, full-bleed printing and heavily saturated images are considered a necessity,
not an option. But these things
come at a price.
The heavily saturated pages
require more ink coverage and
thus require more frequent
cleaning of the press. Also, to
meet the higher standards of
professional photographers,
additional quality checks have
been implemented in the manufacturing process of the books
- each printed page is inspected
twice by two different people.
Offering benefits such as
12”x12” books, full-bleed
printing, 250MB storage space,
private-label branding and access to options like text-only foil
stamping, leather cover materials and premium end papers
exclusively within the Photographers Program, SharedInk is
missing out on potential revenues from regular customers.
However, for the demanding
photographer, they have an
interesting business model. Instead of increasing the costs of
the books of the Photographers
Program, SharedInk decided to
charge a one-time Membership Fee to participants of the
Photographers Program. This
is a one-time only fee. You can
sample all of the benefits within
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a free 45-day trial membership. After that there is a
one-time membership fee of
$129.00.
Getting started
The first thing you have to do
is decide what kind of book
you want to create. Whether
you want a holiday scrapbook,
a wedding book, a custom
made birthday present, a
cookbook or a dummy for a
coffee table photo book, the
sky is the limit.
If you’re having trouble deciding how your book should
look, there is the possibility
to browse the shared photobooks - the
digital version of finished photo
books that
members
wanted to
share with
family and
friends, or
other members. As I already
knew what kind of book I
wanted to create - a dummy
for a photo book I’m working
on - I went straight on to the
first step: Create a new book.
Create a new Book
1. Book Type
At this stage you simply
choose the Book type you
want and give it a name. In
my case I chose the huge 20
page 12”x12” Linen Hardcover Photo Book - exclusive
for the Photographers Program - and named it Against
the Light. Basically, at this
point you just create a project
and a project name. You can
return to your project at all
times to add pages or make
adjustments.
continued >
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As you are going to design
your book yourself, you’ll be
pleased to know that you can
choose from a variety of templates, each customized for its
particular subject.
I chose the 12” Photoshop
template, complete with a
grid and guidelines to make
life easier. Chances are you
never before designed a photo book in your life, let alone
in Photoshop, but it really is
very simple.
The template is that of a
double page spread, and you
should design your book like
this. The file format should be
PSD, and each spread should
be a separate layer. This
method allows you to easily flip through the different
spreads and change the order
or contents. When you have
finished your design, you simply crop each spread into two
individual pages according to
the guidelines. Each individual
page is cropped to a larger
size than it was as part of the
spread, which is to compensate for the area of the page
that disappears into the spine
of the book. Good thinking.
When designing your book
it is important to think carefully about how many pages
you will need, the order of the
pages and to make sure that
the design makes sense. Ask
yourself who the book is for,
what will be its function, do
you need text, and if so, how
much and where?
For my book I had made a
selection of 30 shots that perfectly fitted the idea behind
it - images that were taken
shooting against the light.
During the designing process,
I decided to make full use of
the 12” format, which meant

that I had to narrow down the
selection to a maximum of 12
shots. As this book was going to be all about the images,
I only added small captions to
the shots and some ornamental
type for esthetic reasons.
After cropping all the spreads
to single pages and converting
them to high quality jpegs, I put
them together in a folder and
turned it into a ZIP file.
2. Upload Pages
The next step is to either upload your pages individually or
as a ZIP file. You have 250MB
of available storage space,
which should be more than sufficient.
3. Publish Options
At this stage you can decide
how you want your book to be
published. How many pages do
you want? Cover weight or text
weight? Do you want to have
a Cover Label on your book or
perhaps text-only foil stamping? Do you want your pages
to have a matte-finish or glossfinish? Single-sided or doublesided printing? And what about
a handmade leather cover? Or
special premium end sheets?
Here you can completely customize your book.
4. Preview
This is one of the most important steps in the process,
serving as a final check on your
book before it gets printed. At
this stage I realized that I forgot
about the cover of my book. I
already designed a title page,
but I wanted my monogram to
feature the cover label. After I
uploaded the label, I did one final close inspection of the pages
and then proceeded to the final
step.

5. Order
Pay for your book and wait...
The Finished Book
When the book arrived, I was
impressed by how thorough
the packaging was done. The
book was sealed in a clear
plastic cover and fitted perfectly in a stylish black box.
The black box was packed in
another box by the courier
service, so no worries about
getting your book all bend
and damaged.

1. The Cover
The cover had quality written
all over it. The red cover label
just looked great on the black
linen. Each cover features a
recessed area where the cover
label is affixed on top of the
continued >
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linen material. This means
that the label lies flush with
the rest of the book and is not
raised. This really gives a professional feel to the cover and
is unique to SharedInk. For
my next book I’m going with
leather because I think that
will look even better.

2. The End Sheets
Part of the Photographer
Program is the optional choice
of three premium end sheets.
I chose the Satin Black Moiré,
and I’m happy I did. It looks
even better than I hoped it
would, although photographing it presented some interesting moiré problems...
3. The Binding
This is a crucial part of any
good book.
If it’s not
done right,
your pages
will eventually come
loose.
SharedInk
uses standard hard
cover book binding techniques. The book blocks are
bound using a wire stitch
technique, resulting in a very
tight, high quality binding.
The book blocks are cased
into the cover using full end
sheets and are adhered with
glue. The finished product
inspires confidence.

4. The Pages
For my book
I chose the
premium cover stock with
a matte finish. I bet the
gloss finish
looks great as
well, but the
matt finish
looks more like the pages from
a regular coffee table book and
that was the look I was after. If
there is one thing I regret about
the pages, it’s that I should have
chosen to have more than 20.
Although the book really feels
like a solid book, I would have
liked it to have more body. The
maximum number of pages in
your book depends on whether
you print single-sided or doublesided, and also on what type
of paper stock you select. For
the paper weight of my book I
could have up to 40 sheets, 80
pages.
5. The Printing
If you expect
your pages
to look like a
high quality
Epson prints,
they won’t.
No book can
ever offer the
clarity, color
saturation and
sharpness of a high end inkjet
print. SharedInk uses a HP/Indigo Ultrastream 3000 digital
offset press for all hardcover
books. This is a true-ink 4-color
digital offset press with excellent
color reproduction, comparable
to a coffee table style book you
might purchase at the book
store.

6. The Colors
Obviously, for any photographer, this is the most important aspect of your photo
book. First impression of the
colors is that they are very
accurate. Without having the
original images next to the
printed pages to compare, I
did not see any aberrations in
the color images. There was
however a very slight magenta cast in the black and white
images. When using black and
white images in your book,
there are two methods.

The first one is to save your
image in the grayscale colorspace. Advantage of this
method is that all grays will
stay neutral, as only black ink
will be used to print the image - there will be absolutely
no color cast. With the second
method you reconvert your
black and white image back
to RGB. At the press stage
the file will be converted to
CMYK, with components of
each ink to create the gray
image.
The advantage of this method is that you get a better
range of grays, darker blacks
and more shadow detail. The
downside however is that a
small change in any of the
four inks can produce noticeable color shifts, especially
in lighter areas. In that case
a black and white image can
look cold (blueish) or warm
(pinkish).
continued >
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Working as an art director I’m
very familiar with this phenomenon, as it is inextricably bound
up with printing black and
white images in CMYK. Despite
this risk though, I would always
recommend this method. Even
though the grayscale method
will always result in images
without color cast, they will feel
pale and flat compared to the
CMYK version at all times.
If you want to be certain that
the colors will come out exactly
the way you want them to,
SharedInk offers the possibility to have a press proof made
which you can use to check
colors, contrast and paper quality before having your book
printed.
Overall I found the colors to

be extremely accurate. And they
will stay that way, because all
types of paper are of archival
quality with no shelf life concerns, as well as acid-free and
lignin-free.
Conclusion
Having my first custom photo
book made is something I should
have done earlier. The experience of flipping through your
own coffee table style book is
completely different from holding a couple of prints or having
a slide show on your computer.
Not only was it great fun to
design the book, it also was
quite educational to find a good
theme in my own work that
would work in a photo book.
It’s not the cheapest around, but
you definitely get what you pay

for - great print quality and
color accuracy, full bleed printing, choice of four paper stocks
and excellent quality binding.
This is the kind of book that
will convince your clients, impress family and friends, or one
you can actually sell. If you’re
not sure, just take that 45-day
trial membership and try for
yourself. Highly recommended.
For more information, please
visit www.sharedink.com/photographer.
Marsel van Oosten is our Nikonians Team member from The
Netherlands who helps out with
graphic design. His 15-year background as an advertising art director and professional photographer
has earned his firm several European advertising industry awards.

Nikonian Advertising
®

What some of our advertisers are saying

“Nikonians Website
advertising is one of the best
things I have ever done to
promote Berger Bros Camera
to a group of Professional and
Amateur Photographers. The
Nikonians staff really went
out of their way to make my
experience of putting my ad
campaign together an easy and
pleasurable one!”
Brad Berger
President,
Berger Bros. Camera
www.berger-bros.com

“We are very happy to
sponsor Nikonians, a thriving
community of photographers
that shares Lensbabies’ mission
of helping photographers to
see and document the world
in a unique and personal way.
Advertising in Nikonians has
been a very effective way for
us to reach a large number of
avid photographers who want to
know about unique, innovative,
and fun new products.”
Sam Pardue
co-CEO,
Lensbabies, LLC
www.lensbabies.com
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“Phase One has achieved
excellent results on our
campaigns running with the
Nikonians Community in
2005, and we are looking
forward to continue the
co-operation with the
Nikonians Community in
2006.”

Ditte Maria Kirkegaard
E-shop Sales Manager,
Phase One
www.phaseone.com
More testimonials on next page >
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“In today’s very competitive
world, you have to weigh
every expenditure carefully,
especially where to spend
your advertising dollar. If
you want to reach the online
photographic community,
including just a particular
segment of that community,
I can highly recommend
advertising on the Nikonians.
org. As soon as my first ad
began, I noticed a definitive
spike in my sales; and then
when we targeted mainly
D-SLR users, I saw an even
greater spike. If you have
the product or service that
photographers want or need,
do yourself a favor and talk to
the folks at Nikonians.org.”

Nicholas R.
Copper Hill Images
Photography and D-SLR
Accessories
www.copperhillimages.com

“We have been working with
Nikonians for a year in order
to promote DxO Optics Pro,
a software for digital image
enhancement. The Nikonians
Community is a perfect
target for us: it’s composed
of SLR photographers who
live worldwide. Furthermore,
the advertising offer is very
wide and keeps evolving in

order to suit for the best
the advertisers’ needs. The
friendly and flexible team has
helped us to build campaigns
to put our software forward.
These have shown their
results. We are happy to
have been one of the first
advertisers on Nikonians and
hope our good relations will
last.”
Charlotte Poul
eMarketing Project Manager,
DxO Labs, France
www.dxo.com
Please support our advertisers.
They make much of what we
do possible. And, let them
know that you learned about
their goods or services from a
Nikonian advertisement.

Visit www.alienskin.com
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Nikonian New Products from Nikon
®

®

By Nikonian Staff

AF-S VR Micro-Nikkor 105mm f/2.8G IF-ED Seven New Coolpix
®

Nikon added Silent Wave
Motor (SWM) and Enhanced
Vibration Reduction (VRII)
technology to its Internal
Focusing (IF) 105mm f/2.8
lens, making it the first macro
packed with these features.
It also includes Nikon’s Nano
Crystal Coat to reduce flare,
and an Extra Low Dispersion
(ED) glass element to minimize
chromatic aberration, yielding
higher resolution and highcontrast images.

®

These feature combinations will
significantly reduce the common
camera shake obstacles encountered in hand-held close-up
work.
The performance characteristics of this lens add up to a high
quality array of elements specifically designed to produce sharp
work, even when hand-held
and under less than desirable
lighting conditions.
Our own founder, J. Ramón
Palacios (JRP), has a first look,
hands-on review on the following page of The Nikonian.
For more information please
visit Nikon’s website in your
country. In the USA it’s www.
nikonusa.com, in Europe, go to
www.europe-nikon.com.

Nikon Walks Away With Three
TIPA Awards, D50, D200 and
105mm VR Nikkor Win Big
Called the European “Oscar” of the Photo and Imaging Industry,
the 2006 annual TIPA awards were presented in Geneva in April.
Best Digital-SLR Expert went to the Nikon D200.
“It’s the D200’s handling speed which really impresses: it’s upand-running in just 0.15 seconds, and has a shutter lag of a mere
50 milliseconds.”
Best Digital SLR Entry Level went to the Nikon D50.
“Little sister of the popular Nikon D70, the 6.1 megapixel D50
gives amateurs the chance to shoot high-resolution images at a
very low cost.“
Best Professional Lens was awarded to the AF-S VR Micro Nikkor
105mm f/2.8G IF-ED.
“This Micro Nikkor lens shows nearly a 4-stop gain in speed
if compared to the same lens without the Vibration Reduction
feature.”
More at www.tipa.com
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Nikon unveiled seven new
digital cameras for 2006, all
in the Coolpix line, showing
the company’s commitment to
consumer digital photography.
The seven new models follow
Nikon’s “Life, Style and Performance” consumer friendly
approach, which explains their
use of the prefixes “L, S and
P.”
All seven have Nikon’s Exclusive Feature System, an assortment of in-camera image
enhancers that corrects red
eye, intuitively focuses on
faces, compensates for back
lighting and insufficient flash
situations, and even warns of
blurry photos. Photographers
in a hurry will appreciate the
Best Shot Selector (BSS) which
identifies and saves the best of
ten shots taken in a sequence.
The new Coolpix models also
include TV quality (30 fps with
sound) recording, noise reduction, white balance selection
choices and a help button.
continued >
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The Coolpix P3 and S6 will
be a popular choice for the
Wi-Fi generation, with both
models offering the technology across both Mac and PC
platforms.
Resolution concerned photographers will find the LSeries (L2,3 and 4) weighing
in from four to six megapixels, the S-Series (S5 and 6)
duo offering six megapixels
and the P3/P4’s offering 8.1
megapixels each.
Here’s the new line-up:

Coolpix L-Series
3x optical Zoom-Nikkor lens;
2.0-inch LCD; less than 1”
thick;
L2 - $249.95 [USD] (MSRP)
L3 - $199.95 [USD]
L4 - $149.95 [USD]
Coolpix S-Series
3x optical Zoom-Nikkor ED
lens; 2.5-inch LCD on S-5; 3inch LCD on S6;
S5 - $349.95 [USD]
S6 - $449.95 [USD]

Coolpix P-Series
3.5x optical Zoom Nikkor;
Vibration Reduction (VR) capability; 2.5-inch LCD;
P3 - $449.95 [USD]
P4 - $399.95 [USD]
Prices listed above are Nikon’s
suggested list price in U.S.
Dollars.
For more information please
visit Nikon’s website in your
country. In the USA it’s www.
nikonusa.com, in Europe, go
to www.europe-nikon.com.

Nikonian Product Review
By J. Ramón Palacios (JRP)
Introduction
The 105mm f/2.8D AF Micro
Nikkor has long been a classic
choice for 35mm film macro,
close-up and even portrait
photography. On DX format
Nikon digital cameras it further expanded its preference
among Nikonians.
On February 2006, Nikon
announced its engineers had
further enhanced it. This
announcement was just in
time for the Photo Marketing
Association (PMA) International Show at the end of the
month. We had an opportunity to try it at the show in
Orlando, Florida.
“Further enhanced” turned
out to be quite an understatement.
Good Morning
“Sorry for interrupting. Could
I try out the new 105mm VR
lens on my camera?”
After ungluing his eyes from
my Nikonians cap, the demonstrator at the huge Nikon

stand counter replied: “Yes”,
with a huge smile in his face.
“And let me assist you in your
test.”
He handed the lens to me and
extracted from his pocket a one
dollar legal tender note of the
Federal Reserve of the United
States of America to hold in
Front on my camera.

Nikon D2X, 1/60 sec, f/4.8, ISO
250, Center-Weighted metering,
SB-800 on i-TTL, lens switched
to manual.

Nikon D2X, 1/100 sec, f/3.2, ISO
250, Center-Weighted metering,
SB-800 on i-TTL.

“Good salesman” was my
thought.
Back home, I found this to
be the upper left corner of the
wrinkled bill. It shows splendid resolution and contrast,
even when handheld and not
so perpendicular to the sensor
plane.

“Now, go for full 1:1 macro”
I said “Thank you” after
chimping and quickly left for
our own booth. Somebody else
at the counter said “Man! That
was quick!” The attendant:
“These Nikonians really know
what they are doing”.

continued >
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“

The negative effects of camera shake are greatly amplified
in close-up photography and can affect image sharpness
greatly. The incorporation of Nikon VR technology in a MicroNikkor lens for the first time expands versatility by providing
the benefits of VR-assisted sharpness and improving handheld close-up photography.
Specifications
The 105mm f/2.8G IF ED
AF-S VR Micro Nikkor not only
benefits from a revised lens
formula, with internal focusing
(IF), extra-low dispersion (ED)
glass for chromatic aberration
control, vibration reduction
(VR II) for handholding and the
swift and quiet focusing speed
of Silent Wave AF-S, but also
from nano crystal technology
for glare elimination.
Conclusion
If you are into portrait, closeup and macro photography,
this is the lens to have. Of
course there are less pricey
alternatives, but it is currently
impossible to have another
lens with the same features
and performance quality of this
one.

”

The Nikonians Image Doctors
also visited the Nikon stand for
the same purpose.
Just to show that it also
delivers outstanding
performance as a portrait lens,
Nikonian Jason Odell (right)
posed for Nikonian Rick Walker
for this sample portrait.
The 9 blade diaphragm boke is
evident.
Will I buy this lens? Yes, and
probably sooner than later.
NAS goes back into high gear.

105mm f/2.8 Micro Nikkor
Lens type
Lens Construction
Diagonal Picture Angle
Minimum Focusing Distance
Maximum Reproduction Ratio
Diaphragm number of blades
Attachment / Filter Size
Dimensions
Weight
Nikon Lens Hood
Price (USA, USD)

New Model

Previous Model

G ED IF AF-S VR

D AF

14 elements in 12 groups

9 elements in 8 groups

23° 20’ on 35mm full frame
15° 20’ on Nikon DX format

23° 20’ on 35mm full frame
15° 20’ on Nikon DX format

35 cm - 13.8 in

31 cm - 12.2 in

1:1

1:1

Nine

Seven

62mm

52mm

3.3 x 4.5 in - 83 x 116mm

3 x 4.1 in - 76 x 104mm

790 grams - 27.9 oz

560 grams - 19.7 oz

HB-38
$750

HS-7
$660
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Nikonian Product Review
®

By Victor F. Newman (vfnewman)

The 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 G ED-IF AF-S VR DX Zoom-Nikkor
Released in late 2005 | Wide to long telephoto zoom AF-S | G | ED | VR | IF |
Filter size: 72mm | Hood: HB-35 | Minimum Focusing Distance: 0.49 m - 1.6 ft at
200mm | Aperture range: f/3.5-5.6 to f/22 | Maximum Angle of Coverage: 8°- 76°
(DX-format D-SLR) | Weight: 544 g – 19.2 oz. | Street price new ~ 699 to 750 USD
Left: The 18-200 on a D2X
and zoomed all the way out to
200mm.
Below: The 18-200 next to the
24-120 AF-S VR.

Introduction
Advances in lens design
continue to astound me. This
lens, which is designed for DXformat digital SLRs, is a perfect
example. Nikon has packed
the latest-generation Vibration
Reduction, Silent-Wave autofocus, ED glass, and aspheric
elements into an 11.1: 1 zoom
lens of very high optical performance. For Nikon to package
all these features into a lens of
this caliber, and sell it for US
$700-750 is quite a feat.
As a “DX” lens, this lens is
fully compatible only with digital SLRs: The D1 and D2 series,
D50, D70, D100 and D200.
AF-S (Silent-wave autofocus) is
fully functional with these cameras. VR (Vibration Reduction)
is functional with all except the
D50.

As a “G” lens, it has no aperture ring, but will work correctly
on all digital SLRs.
Using the lens on 35mm film
bodies will result in significant
vignetting of the image, and
AF-S, VR, and aperture control
will not be possible on many
models.
First Impression
Upon taking the lens out of the
box, the first thing I was struck
by is how small this lens is. The
lens is almost identical in size
and appearance to the Nikon
24-120mm. To illustrate, see
the picture at right, showing a
side-by-side side comparison of
the 18-200 next to the 24-120.

The Tale of the Tape:
The construction of the new
Nikkor appears to be similar to
the equivalent lenses offered
by third-party competitors. All
three current lenses (Nikon,
Sigma, and Tamron) use some
form of low-dispersion/high
refractive index glass, and
aspherical elements, which
help account for the dramatic
increase in image quality since
the inception of ultra-wide
range zooms. The dimensions
and close-focus distance of all
the lenses are close enough to
make the differences insignificant. The Sigma and Tamron
are noticeably less expensive,
but lack silent-wave autofocus
and (most importantly) Vibration Reduction.
continued >
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The 1.6 ft minimum focus
distance equates to a reproduction ratio of 1:4.5. While
that’s not exactly a macro lens,
it’s suitable for many closeups. Adding a supplementary
closeup lens can make this lens
suitable for many purposes.

Above: The ten electrical
contacts, and most importantly, the metal lens mount
ring held on by four screws.

Above: This Grand Am Daytona Prototype was probably going
over 80 mph and accelerating rapidly when it passed by me.
On a D2X, the 18-200 had very little trouble keeping focus
locked on the car as it came toward the camera.

The Lens in Use
The operation of the focus
and zoom rings is smooth,
with no sloppiness. The zoom
is well-damped, bordering
on tight, with no tendency
to “creep” when the lens is
pointed downward. The
zoom ring turns through approximately 90 degrees in traversing the full zoom range.
As viewed from the photographer’s perspective behind the
camera, the ring turns counter-clockwise in zooming from
18 to 200mm.
The focus ring is typical of
AF-S lenses, with a fairly loose
feel and virtually no damping.
The focus ring is much narrower than the zoom ring and
is situated between the zoom
ring and the camera body.
The minimum marked focusing distances are 1.5 feet and
.44 meters. The lens focuses
quickly with no hunting on a
D2X under all but the worst
conditions. I was able to use
it to track fast-moving Grand-

Am Daytona Prototypes testing
at Virginia International Raceway and keep focus locked on
them at all times. This lens is
limited only by the AF ability of
the body it’s attached to when
it comes to keeping up with a
moving subject. I’m sure on any
body it would have no trouble
keeping up with athletes on foot
(soccer parents take note).
Being an internal-focus (IF)
lens, the lens does not change
length during focus. The front
element does not rotate during
focusing or zooming (a big plus
to anyone using a polarizing
filter or a modular filter holder).
The 72mm filter thread matches
that of many other Nikkors.
Distortion is definitely present in this lens—no surprise for
a zoom lens of an 11:1 ratio.
The type of distortion varies
with focal length, and can be
fairly complex in some variations, with barrel combined with
pincushion making for “wave”
distortion. This lens would not
be a good choice for exacting

architectural shots. However,
given that this lens is intended
only for digital SLRs, and that
there are quite a few very
good ways to correct distortion
with software, even this drawback can be largely corrected
when necessary.
Background rendering
is smooth. The lens uses
rounded aperture blades, giving out-of-focus highlights a
nicely-circular shape. Some
photographers are fanatic
about the specific nature of
the out-of-focus highlights, or
“boke” (referred to by some
of us as “bokeh”), while others
could not care less. Personally,
this is something I find moderately important in a lens.
Common tactics in modern
lens design tend to trade some
of the “good bokeh” characteristics in exchange for improved sharpness, and that’s
exactly the case with this lens.
Highlights are “nicer” at wide
focal lengths, with the “bad
bokeh” characteristic of a
continued >
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bright edge appearing at longer focal lengths. I’m willing
to accept this in this lens. It
is by no means a sign of poor
lens design. Designing an
11:1 zoom lens is a huge exercise in compromise. If I want a
photo with the most pleasing
bokeh I can achieve, I would
use other lenses, like a 105mm
f/2.5 or 85mm f/1.4.

Above: The 18-200 is not a macro lens, but the close focus
distance permits shots that can certainly be called “close-ups.”
package. For those that carry a
camera constantly, waiting for
any shot opportunity that might
present itself, this would make
an excellent choice. The picture
quality still amazes me.

Note in the frame above, the
outer edge of the highlights
is noticeably brighter than
the inner part. This is a likely
consequence of overcorrection
of spherical aberration in the
design of the lens. By doing
this, sharpness is improved,
but at the expense of this side
effect. Whether or not this is
objectionable is a highly individual preference.
In use, the lens yields very
nice results. Sharpness is good
at all apertures, and improves
by stopping down a couple
stops at any focal length.
This will make an excellent
general-purpose lens for many
photographers. It could very
well satisfy all one’s needs for
an entire vacation in one lightweight and highly-compact

VR in use:
One of the questions from
anyone that has never used a
VR lens before is always “does
it work?” Simply, yes. It works
very well.
Detailed discussions of how
VR operates can be found
elsewhere. We’ll simplify the
explanation quite a bit here.
Basically, there are very sensitive motion transducers in the
lens that detect and measure
small movements (like the shake
that occurs when hand-holding
the camera). The microprocessor in the camera analyzes this
movement, and sends control
signals back to the lens. Inside
the lens, certain elements are
moved by tiny actuators. Operating in response to the signals
from the microprocessor, the
actuators move the VR elements
many times per second. By
moving the VR elements, the
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image projected onto the sensor is “steadied”, so that even
though the camera is moving,
the image projected onto the
sensor is effectively stationary.
This technology has been
around for several years now,
and is becoming quite mature.
Nikon has chosen to call the
system in this lens “VR II” (as
in second-generation) technology. This enables shots free
from motion blur while handholding at shutter speeds four
stops slower than dictated by
the traditional “one divided by
the focal length” shutter speed
guideline.

Above: Handheld at
1/2 second to show the
effectiveness of VR.
continued >
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VR is often likened to having a lens of wider aperture.
While this is true to some
extent, it should be noted that
VR is of little use in freezing
moving subjects. Its main use
is for stationary subject matter
when shooting at slower-thanoptimum shutter speeds. This
is most useful at longer focal
lengths, where a shutter speed
of at least 1/300 is conventionally dictated for sharp
photos.
This lens, and the benefits of
VR, would be of very little use
shooting something like available-light basketball, where
a shutter speed of 1/500 is
needed to freeze motion. A
typical college gym is lit for
1/500 at f/2.8 and ISO 1600.
At the wide end, the 18-200,
at f/4.5, would require a shutter speed 1.5 stops slower
than an f/2.8 lens, or 1/180
sec. Worse, at 200mm, f/5.6
would dictate a shutter speed
of 1/125 sec – completely unacceptable for moving sports.
No matter how good the VR
is, it will be of no use in a case
like this. The images of the
players would be blurred due
to their motion and the slow
shutter speed. VR can do
nothing about that.
Conclusions:
This is one impressive little
lens. It’s sufficiently well-built
for most users, performs well
and covers an enormous range
of focal lengths. Any lens
that covers 18-200mm is going to be a balance of design
compromises, and this lens
is no exception. Like a Swiss
Army Knife, it’s good at many
things, but not necessarily the
very best at any. It’s no substitute for wide-aperture lenses
or the sharpest primes. It is,
however, a fantastic lens that

Above: This comparison shows how much difference in perspective you
can achieve with this one lens. Both shots render the foreground
flowerpot at the same size in the image, but the difference in
background is dramatic.

could easily address all one’s
needs. Only each prospective
buyer can decide if it’s right for
them.
As a “travel lens” this could be
ideal for many people. It could
very well serve all one’s needs
while traveling light.
Would I buy one?
Yes. I already did. The lens
I’ve reviewed is my own. For
much of what I do, I need
faster-apertures and longer focal
lengths. But these are all large,
heavy, and have nowhere near
the zoom range of the 18-200.
This lens is a great relief from
big, heavy lenses like my 70200mm f/2.8, 85mm f/1.4 and
28-70mm f/2.8.
Most of the test photos taken
for this article were shot during a visit to historic Mission
San Juan Capistrano. I deliberately brought only the 18-200
for the visit so I could see if it
could serve all my needs. To no
surprise, I never once thought
about needing a different lens,
and the VR proved useful on
numerous occasions in the dim
interiors, or when I hand-held at
long focal lengths.
Each buyer must evaluate
whether a given lens is right for
them. Assuming this lens’ focal
length range suits their purpose,
and the relatively minor distortion is not an overriding issue, I
would be quick to recommend
this lens for anyone.
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Key Features:
DX lenses are designed exclusively for use with Digital SLR
cameras with the smaller APS-C
size chip. The equivalent focal
length in 35mm terms is 27300mm.
VR II (Vibration Reduction,
second generation) minimizes
image blur caused by camera
shake and enables the lens to
shoot four stops slower (instead
of three stops with the former
VR system)
Two ED glass and three aspherical lens elements minimize chromatic aberration, astigmatism
and other forms of distortion,
while ensuring high resolution
and contrast.
Built-in A/M switch enables
instant switching from autofocus
to manual focus (Lock mechanism provided).
Silent Wave Motor for ultrafast, ultra-quiet AF, with instant
manual override.
The Internal Focusing (IF)
design means that the filter attachment does not rotate during
focusing or zooming, and simplifies the use of graduated neutral
density or circular polarizing
filters.
The rounded diaphragm (7
blades) makes out-of-focus elements appear more natural.
Victor F. Newman was a
Nikonians beta tester and is
Head of New Gear Testing.
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Nikonian New Products from the ProShop
®

By J. Ramón Palacios (JRP)

A Stunning New Ball Head From Markins

The elusive quest for rock-

steady camera tripod support
has just been turned inside out
–again.
Markins, the South Korea
based manufacturer of
camera support systems,
has introduced a new ball
head model, called the Q3
“Emille” adding to their highly
successful line of camera
support accessories by defying
common logic.
Instead of producing heavy
and cumbersome tripod-tocamera accessories, Markins
delivers industry record setting
support with lighter, yet
sturdier, designs.
Until Markins entered the
camera support photography
scene, many amateur
photographers were not
aware that the traditional offthe-shelf tripods they were
purchasing had a professional
alternative, replacing the
standard “swiveling head
with a handle” models with

a ball head, which allowed for
smoother camera angle shifts
and sturdier support.
Professionals had been using
the technology for years, but
Markins made the technology a
viable and affordable alternative
for the serious amateur.
The company has established
a track record of defying logic
through innovative engineering
with high (and thus far
unequaled) load-to-weight
capacity ratios.
The logic, simply stated as “the
bigger, the better,” has been
that the larger the ball head, the
better the support.
Now, Markins, with the
success of the M-10 and M20 ball heads boosted through
their cooperative marketing
arrangement with Nikonians,
has gone back to the drawing
board, and produced an even
smaller head for monopods and
light tripods.
I discovered Markins over four
years ago after hearing the
news from a fellow member.
I finally had a chance to
handle a Markins, as well as
meet Mr. Byung-Ik Mah, the
designer and developer in 2002,
during an annual Nikonians
photo adventure trip. The
meeting resulted in sealing
an arrangement in 2003 for
Nikonians to serve as the global
marketing arm for Markins ball
heads.
The first production version
of the Q3 “Emille” arrived last
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month, and I’ve been putting
it through rigorous testing
ever since.
This new head is stunningly
beautiful and compact,
with amazing performance
characteristics.
Having reviewed every
Markins head in the inventory
as well as those from other
manufacturers, I’ve always
been looking for what I call
the “sweet spot.”
continued >
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camera-lens combination, to
ensure smoothness. Markins
heads have exceeded all
previous bench marks in this
regard.
The Q3’s load capacity is a
perfect example. It weighs only
385 grams (just short of 13.6
ounces) yet handles a load of 30
Kilograms (65 pounds).

That’s where you can have
your camera gear in a steady
position, with no creeping,
and still be able to re-position
for composition fine-tuning
without having to touch the
controls again, regardless of
how big and heavy the setup.
People stepping up from
pan-tilt, mini or midi ball
heads, don’t use or can’t find
the “sweet spot” of a pro ball
head at first, which is a pity;
but a little practice will reveal
its magic. And the beauty of
the Markins system through
their entire line has been these
ball heads have a huge sweet
spot.

This gives the Q3 a load-toweight ratio of 77.9:1, nearly
matching the performance
characteristics of its next larger
cousin, the M10.
I predict the Q3 will find a
ready market from amateur
and sports photographers.
The ball head is ideal for
reliable lightweight tripods and
monopods. On the monopod,
a sports shooter will have the
comfort of knowing he’s got the
camera and a fairly hefty chunk
of glass held firm while moving
it about the playing field.

With the M10 and M20
ball heads, the heavy gear
segment was fully covered,
however, we felt a smaller one
was needed for light loads on
light tripods and for use on
monopods.
Markins responded with the
new Q3 ball head, the lightest
yet, and it comfortably fits
my description of the ideal
head for monopods and light
tripods.

The Markins complete line of
ball heads and camera plates
is available at the Nikonians
Photo Pro Shop www.
photoproshop.com.
We are now shipping daily via
FedEX from Philadelphia to our
USA and Canada customers
and we continue to stand by
our 14-day refund policy.

Markins Q3
Specifications
Weight:
385 gr / 13.6 oz
Load Capacity:
30 Kg / 65 lbs
Load to Weight Ratio:
77.9:1
Height:
91 mm / 3.58 in
Housing Diameter:
48mm / 1.89 in
Base Diameter:
56mm / 2.20 in
Ball Diameter:
38mm / 1.5 in
Quick Release Shoe:
QS-48 (48mm/1.5 in)
Friction Control:
Bi-Axial, Progressive
Tripod Mounting:
3/8” UNC
Standard Color:
Black
Special Order Colors:
Wine Red
& Navy Blue

Visit the
Proshop at

The recommendation for
professional ball heads is to
have at least three times the
load capacity for your heaviest

Nikonians
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Nikonian Podcasts
®

By Brian Tilley (briantilley)

Preparing Those Podcasts
As someone

who is perhaps slower
than most to
embrace the
digital revolution, when
JRP and Bo
first asked me
to get involved in the Nikonians Podcast initiative my initial reaction
was “what’s a podcast?”
They explained it very clearly
(as you’d expect) and I eagerly accepted the offer.
My role is to research potential candidates for our “Behind
the Lens” series of interviews.
I make contact with them and
then arrange for the actual
interview to be carried out, either by me or another member
of the Nikonians team.
Finding candidates has been
pretty simple so far, given that
our only three requirements
are that they are extraordinary
photographers, use Nikon
equipment (and thus can
relate with our members) and
they speak English, which is
the common language of our
global community.
I’ve been pleasantly surprised
by the very positive response
from those we approach. Up
to now, no-one has turned us
down, and it’s been great to
see how these busy professionals have made time to sit down
with us, and how enthusiastic
they have been in sharing their
views on photography, equipment and life as a pro.

On the technical side, we use a
small MP3-type device that has
an external microphone input
to do the actual recording, then
we upload the resulting file to a
Nikonians server for editing and
publication.
My first podcast interview
was with Chris Weston, a wellknown and well-regarded UK
wildlife photographer and journalist. Chris was very welcoming – I met with him at his home
(which doubles as his office)
and I was even invited to stay
the night to save me (and Nikonians!) the cost of a hotel room.
Before switching on the recording device, we had a great and
quite wide-ranging chat about
Chris’ work and philosophy, so
by the time the actual interview
began, it was easy to guide him
through the list of questions
that had previously been prepared.
After the inaugural podcasts
with Tony Sweet, and Chris
Weston, other Nikonians interviewers have met with Dave
Black and Bob Krist, and I’ve
also interviewed our own Claus
Brandt, European Wildlife Photographer of the Year 2005, for
a podcast to be published shortly. The podcasts have proved
very popular with our members,
and complement the great “Image Doctors” series from Rick
Walker and Jason Odell.
We have several other candidates on our list to approach,
with specialties ranging from
macro and flower work, through
celebrity photography (not a
paparazzi) to ghosts and the
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paranormal! It’s going to be
an interesting year!
I’ll close by thanking the
Nikonians founders for giving
me the opportunity to meet all
these famous photographers,
and the other members of
the Editorial team, who have
talked me through the intricacies of microphone balancing
and the like, and “sweetening” the editing of the sound
files to eliminate all my umms
and errs…!
Brian Tilley, is Nikonians
Chief Podcasts Editor

The Image Doctors
By Jason Odell (DrJay32)

Last December, when Rick
Walker and I considered producing a Nikonians Podcast,
we dove in feet-first to try to
add another layer of personality to the already thriving
Nikonians community.
Admittedly, neither of us
knew much about doing talk
radio, especially in terms of
producing something that
sounded good when compressed as an MP3 file. We
did have examples to follow,
however; we are both frequent
listeners to “Car Talk” on US
National Public Radio—a show
where two loony “gear heads”
spend time answering questions about automotive maintenance. With that in mind,
we set out to create “The
Image Doctors”; a show about
photography from the “Nikonians perspective”. continued >
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The hardest part about developing our podcast, other
than the technical issues, was
coming up with the name for
the show. We went through a
long list of possible ideas before settling on “Image Doctors”. Finding show topics
was less of an issue because
Rick and I actively participate
in the Nikonians discussions,
where there is lots of material to draw ideas from. We
started the show with the
hope that maybe five hundred
people would actually listen
to it, and we created an email
account (talkradio@nikonians.
org) for our listeners to bombard us with criticism. Much
to our surprise, “The Image
Doctors” now receives several
thousands of downloads every
two weeks.
Rick and I try very hard to
answer all our many questions

from listeners. Even if we don’t
read the question on the air, we
will usually answer questions via
email whenever possible. We
have been astonished and flattered by the positive responses
we have received. In fact, despite our obvious bias towards
Nikon equipment, we even
had a Canon user email us and
say that he enjoys our shows.
I never thought we’d have a
“crossover” hit!
Recent topics covered on “The
Image Doctors” have included
hyperfocal distance, setting up a
wildlife photography kit, getting
started in digital photography
and a comparison of the “superwide” DX format lenses. Rick
and I are always looking for new
topics though, so keep your
emails coming.
We plan on doing more podcasts around shooting locations
we visit to help keep the cre-
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ative juices flowing in the community. To those of you who
listen to us every other week,
we want to thank you for your
continued support (and masochistic tendencies).
You can download all the
Image Doctors Podcasts from
http://podcasts.nikonians.org.
Nikonians Podcasts are also
listed at the iTunes music store
and are freely available to
anyone who wants to listen.
Several joggers have
mentioned
we are with
them often, in
their portable
MP3 players.
Jason Odell is the Director
of Advertising, Publishing
and Communications, for
Nikonians North America.
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Nikonian Team Members
®

James D. Troxell (FFN), Robert A. Migliaccio (rmigliaccio) & Armando J. Heredia (Covey22)

James D. Troxell

I’m an intellectual property

lawyer by day and Nikonian
before breakfast, at lunch
breaks and in the evening.
My law practice at Squire,
Sanders & Dempsey LLP, one
of the world’s largest international law firms, includes
copyright, Internet and information technology issues
involving images, movies and
content protection. Specializing in these intellectual
property legal matters was a
natural choice for me, since
it matched my hobbies and
interests in photography and
information technology.
Copyright law is especially
interesting now and proposed changes to the Copyright Act for “orphan works”
are of compelling interest
to photographers and my
clients – see http://www.
copyright.gov/orphan.
Photography has always
been in my life. In high
school, I was a sports photographer for the school
newspaper and did all of

the processing for print. During
college, I did photo work for my
church and even a local credit
union.
Like many other Nikonians,
my NAS began with film. For
me that was fairly large format
(120) and I slowly migrated to
a wide variety of 35mm cameras starting with a Kodak Pony.
Many years and hundreds of
slides and prints ensued until I
discovered Nikon. It was quite a
step up from my Yashica range
finder!
After a string of Nikon SLR’s,
including the Nikkorex, Nikkormat FTN, F3 and F4, 8008,
8008s, N90s (all gone now), I
discovered Nikon digital, beginning with the D1x (gone), then
D70, D2X and D2Hs.
Almost every relative of mine
has asked me to shoot at parties and wedding receptions for
the non-pro shots. Once this
worked out pretty well. The pro
at the wedding lost a bunch of
his images (his first time with
the camera, a non-Nikon digital). Some of the only quality
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pictures from that wedding
turned out to be the ones I
took with my D70 .
Starting out with a keen interest in photographs and later
computer technology (built a
computer for a high school science fair project in the 1960’s),
the convergence of photography and computer technology
could not happen fast enough.
Having control over the
photographic process from the
shot to the print was a dream
come true for me. I was frustrated after losing so many
good shots to poor development of the negatives or bad
color balance in printing and
subsequent fading of the prints
and slides.
Remember having to deal
with mailers for your film on
vacation or risking them in the
x-ray machines? Although I
had some control over my images working in a darkroom,
the acidic smell of the stop
solution and fixer is something
I can live without.

continued >
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Now my wife (also a Nikonian
- FMN2 - with a case of NAS)
of 37 years shares the enjoyment of photography with me
using her Nikon D2Hs.
We use the Nikon D70 for
more informal shooting such
as parties and many times for
travel where we cannot carry
our full gear. Our lenses include (all Nikkors) 10.5, 12-24,
17-55, 18-70, 24-120VR, 60
Micro f2.8, 28-70 f2.8, 70200 f2.8. We use three SB800s
for iTTL wireless flash shots.
Our shots center on our other
hobbies - flowers and travel.
Sometimes we combine these
and travel to flower shows like
the Epcot International Flower
and Garden Festival.
Joining Nikonians was a natural progression for me, and I
truly meant it when I wrote in
my brief Team member bio: “It
is a great feeling to be on the
team.”
James D. Troxell is our Nikonian
Chief Legal Counsel. He advises
Nikonians on all legal matters.
Specializing in Internet and
Computer Law, Jim’s most recent
assignments involved patents,
trademarks, copyrights and liability limitation; copyright infringements, trade secret misappropriation, e-business planning and
implementation, supply chain &
large system redesign and outsourcing.
In short, he keeps us both
straight and safe.
He lives in northern Ohio, USA,
where the average annual snow
fall is up to 100 inches and when
asked to share one of his Nikonian pictures he quickly found
one of his favorite topics.
His photo “Snow” shown on
the previous page was taken with
a Nikkor D series zoom at 55mm
mounted on a D70 at f/11,
1/500, ISO 200.

Robert A. Migliaccio

Back in 1963, when I was
seven years old, my Dad began
to teach me the art of photography. He had (and still has) a
passion for B&W photography.
I started with a Yashica 2 ¼ x 2
¼ and then graduated to an old
35mm Exakta. My Dad taught
me how to develop negatives
and print them using an Omega
B-22 enlarger, in our first darkroom located in a small basement closet.
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When I was in the ninth
grade, I got the idea of taking sports pictures and selling
them. I attended every game
possible and took hundreds of
pictures. I bought in bulk my
own film, paper and chemicals.
I would work feverishly over
the weekends, and on Mondays the players would gather
as I passed around the 4x5s
that I had printed.
As you might imagine, many
would mysteriously disappear.
However, by shortening the
fixing time and hardly washing them, they turned brown
within a week or so and the
players would all come back
asking for copies. Fortunately,
teenage athletes have huge
egos and I sold lots of pictures!
Midway through high school,
I had enough money saved to
buy my dream camera, a new
Nikon F, with both a Nikkor
50mm f/1.4 lens and a Nikkor 200mm f/4 lens. When I
was a senior, I added a Nikkor 300mm f/4.5 lens to my
equipment. I did all of the
team pictures and also supplied
the yearbook and local newspaper with action shots. To this
day, I still have that camera
continued >
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and those lenses, and everything works just fine.
In 1986, I bought an N8008
with an AF Nikkor 70-210mm
f/4 lens. That camera served
me very well through the
birth and growth years of my
daughters, Katie, Liz and Emily. With it, I transitioned into
color photography.
A long time has passed since
the early days in the closet
darkroom. I did not take up
photography as a business. In
fact, I am a business lawyer
by trade. I have always been
the one though with camera
in hand at parties and events.
In 2004, I took the leap into
the digital world with a D2H (I
now have a D2X).
Today, I am on the sidelines
of my kids’ games snapping
away (déjà vu?). I still supply
pictures to the local newspaper
and even made the cover of a
foreign sailing magazine with
a picture taken at a national
sailing event several years ago.
My interest in photography
is principally sports, and specifically sailing and swimming.
However, I have taken up an
interest in learning portrait
photography with its attendant lighting requirements.
Together with my wife Brenda, we have five teenage children – my three daughters and
her two sons, Sam and Jack. In
fact, four of them have taken
an interest in photography and
show much promise. I thoroughly enjoy teaching them
what I know (déjà vu again?);
and I am also proud to say
that three of them are Nikonians! We live in the State of
Rhode Island (USA) and often
can be found sailing and racing on its best-known resource
– Narragansett Bay.

I discovered Nikonians while
researching Nikon digital cameras. In a matter of minutes, it
became apparent that it was a
resource rich with talent, useful information and gracious
and respectful members. I am
thrilled to be a part of the Team
and to have the opportunity to
give something back to this fine
community.
Robert Migliaccio has been a
Nikon enthusiast for over 40 years.
He credits the Nikonian community for helping him enter the digital
imaging arena. He is currently
moderating in:
Image Making & Shooting Issues
/ Sports Photography
Image Sharing / Online Photo
Assignments
Nikon Products / D1/D2 Users
Group
Robert’s photo of the “swimmer”
seen on the previous page was
taken with a Nikon D2x, f/2.8
at 1/250, ISO 800, focal length
135mm, Manual Mode, Multi-Pattern Metering.
The AF-S VR Zoom-Nikkor 70200mm f/2.8G IF-ED, was on a
monopod with VR on. He also
used an SB-800 with diffusion
dome on and angled at
45 degrees.

Trial Silver Membership
Status Now Available Free

At only $25 U.S. Dollars per
year our Silver level is the most
popular membership option. Now
you can try if free for 25 days. It
provides members the option of
posting example images in their
favorite forums, the ability to
create personal online galleries,
and participate in Nikonian
photo contests. With your
Silver membership you can buy
and sell equipment online and
purchase group insurance for your
photographic equipment. To learn
more about membership options
please see page 33.
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Armando J. Heredia

I’m an expatriate Filipino living and working in the great
Ocean State of Rhode Island.
I’ve been happily married to
my wife Jennifer for 11 years
now, and have two great
kids, Alexandria and Christopher plus an ancient but loyal
Cocker Spaniel called Sosha. By
day, I work in the information
technology field for a large
financial services institution. In
addition to photography, my
other interests are rock-climbing, Jazz, aviation, and finding
the perfect cup of coffee.
The shutterbug bit me hard
when I was a young teen. My
folks were kind enough to get
me my first kit - a beautiful
Ricoh KR-5 and set of primes.
Later on I added a Sunpak
flash and what was then a very
newfangled telephoto zoom
lens. After the typical struggle
that many novices experience,
it all started to click. I even
managed to swing a few small
paying jobs shooting events
like building openings and
graduations. My photography
continued >
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International
Calendar
AUSTRALIA
Melbourne Art Fair 2006
Premier fair and public exposition of contemporary visual
art in the Asia Pacific region,
featuring over 80 international
galleries.
2-Aug-06 to 6-Aug-06
Royal Exhibition Building
Carlton Gardens
Melbourne
www.artfair.com.au
Armando’s photo is of The Shockwave Truck at the Rhode Island Air
National Guard Air Show. Three Pratt & Whitney J34 jet engines
equipped with afterburner; push the truck to over 320 miles per hour
in under 7 seconds. Exposed with a Nikkor 80-200/2.8 AF-S ED-IF with
Kenko Pro 1.4 TC at 280mm on a D1 exposed at f/10, 1/200, ISO 200.

began to decline during my
college years and through my
first jobs upon entering the
workforce.
After a few years in the IT
field, I had the good fortune
of discovering my immediate
boss, Tom Sisto, was a great
enthusiast photographer. Tom
challenged me to take up the
camera again and rediscover
my vision. Auto-focus systems
ruled the day and so I migrated to the nearest K mount
which happened to be Pentax. But I discovered I wasn’t
happy with the ergonomics.
Tom strongly recommended
Nikon, so I picked up an N65
and kit lenses plus the classic
f/1.8 50mm. Eventually I upgraded to two N80s and it was
during my search for more information on the camera that I
discovered Nikonians. What a
great resource! To thank Tom,
I hooked him into our community and he became a Silver
member (klamcake).
The siren song of digital
eventually called. I dabbled
with other brands, but settled
on a Coolpix 5700 while I

kept a film body. Those were
dark days, struggling to learn
workflow, but that time in the
trenches served me well when
I joined the DSLR revolution
with a D100 around 2002. Fast
forward a few years and I’m in
an all digital setup with two D70
bodies and a smattering of glass
and Speedlights.
Currently, I’m pursuing my passion of photographing airshows,
museums, stage and concert
work and the candid and formal moments of my family. I’ve
even managed to wangle a paying job here and there, but it’s
mostly for my enjoyment rather
than income.
I joined Nikonians because I
was struck by the level of professionalism, knowledge and
courtesy inherent in the site.
Most of all, it’s a great place to
hang out and share, observe,
and learn from other Nikon
enthusiasts.
Armando J. Heredia is the Chief
Editor of the Nikonian News Blog.
He is “tuned in” to all news
related to Nikon developments
through a vast network of information sources.
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FRANCE
Les Rencontres d’Arles Photographie
International festival of photography featuring exhibits,
awards, lectures and workshops.
4-Jul-06 to 17-Sep-06
Arles
www.rencontres-arles.com
JAPAN
“Guy Bourdin”
Exhibit of the works of Paris
fashion photographer Guy
Bourdin.
Through 27-May-06
Exhibition Gallery 3F
Tokyo Metropolitan Museum
of Photography
1-13-3 Mita Meguro-ku
Tokyo
www.syabi.com
NETHERLAND
World Press Photo 2006
Launch of the 2006 exhibition
featuring prize-winning press
photographs from the international World Press Photo
contest.
Through 18-Jun-06
Oude Kerk
Oudekerksplein 23
Amsterdam
www.worldpressphoto.nl
USA Calendar, see page 31
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Nikonian PMA Report
®

By Rick Walker (walkerr)
Part of the Core Nikonians Team attending the PMA show. thrifty operating budget), it

From left to right, Mike Hagen, Bo Stahlbrandt, Ramón Palacios,
and Jason Odell. Not pictured: Steve Lieber and Rick Walker.

We temporarily relocated

the headquarters of Nikonians
to sunny Orlando, Florida for
the 2006 Photo Marketing
Association (PMA) show in
late February. I was pleased
to be joined by the intrepid
team of Bo Stahlbrandt, J.
Ramón Palacios, Jason Odell,
Mike Hagen and Steve Lieber
who sacrificed themselves for
the good of the community
and bought airline tickets to
the home of Mickey Mouse.
The PMA show is a yearly
exhibition of photo-oriented
manufacturers and distributors
held in North America. While
not as large as the Photokina
show in Germany it’s still quite
large, and is the largest annual
photo show in existence
(Photokina is held every other
year).

Depending on their needs and
operating budgets, companies
have varying sized exhibits
ranging from individual booths
to entire areas of the floor that
include private meeting rooms,
demo areas and presentation
facilities. In addition to larger
companies such as Nikon, Fuji,
Canon and Epson, smaller
companies and organizations
also exhibit their wares and
services. You can find displays
for everything imaginable within
the world of photography:
cameras, film, printers, framing
supplies, photo backgrounds,
bags and cases – you name it. If
it’s used as part of photography,
you’ll find it at PMA!
A milestone for us was that
this was the first time Nikonians has had a booth at a large
photo show. Although it was a
smaller sized booth (we have a
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enabled us to demo the site
on some gorgeous Apple Cinema displays kindly donated
by Apple. We had a constant
stream of visitors at our area,
many of whom were familiar
with the site, and they had
kind words for our organization. Our visitors included
many well known figures
within the photographic world
– famous Nikon photographers as well as members of
the photographic press. We
also had a large number of
Nikonians members stopping
by to say “hi”.
In addition to the core team
mentioned above, we also
had a rotating staff of Nikonians who joined us on a
daily basis. These members
walked the halls of the Orange County Convention
Center and spread the gospel
of Nikonians. This definitely
was noticed at Photokina; we
received many positive comments about the enthusiasm
and friendliness of our team.
Thanks to all the volunteers
who supported us at PMA!
Although manufacturers are
releasing more products out
of cycle with the big photo
shows, they did share some
interesting announcements at
this PMA:
Nikon provided their new
105mm f/2.8G ED-IF AF-S VR
Micro-Nikkor — A beautiful
lens that we were able to put
through its paces.
continued >
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Both Nikon USA and
Nik Software (the maker
of Capture NX) were
demonstrating the all
new version of Nikon’s
RAW processing software.
Preliminary indicators are
that this will be a welcome
update to Capture with vastly
improved workflow.
Tamron showed us their new
SP AF17-50mm f/2.8 XR Di-II
LD Aspherical [IF] — We were
able to handle a prototype
version and it appeared solid
and compact. This should be
a popular alternative to the
17-55mm Nikkor and will sell
for less than half the price.
In addition to product
demonstrations and
announcements, we were
able to have a number

of conversations with
manufacturers regarding future
trends. Here are some of the
themes we heard:
Support for the DX format will
continue to accelerate with new
designs coming out from all
manufacturers. Lenses such as
the Sigma 30mm f/1.4 EX DC
HSM are a good example of
what to expect in the future.
Digital continues to be the big
juggernaut in the photo world.
The focus has definitely moved
away from film, although there
have been some nice new
emulsions from Fuji that were
introduced recently. Megapixels
are becoming less of a
discriminator. Image quality and
dynamic range will be the big
focus in the next few years.

All of us who attended the
PMA show had a fantastic
experience. Although it
involved some long hours, it
was a pleasure to attend. In
addition to being a chance
for us to catch up with each
other, it was also a time to
broaden our relationships in
the photographic community.
That aspect proved especially
fruitful, and we were very
pleased at the warm welcomes
we received from many of the
other participants.
If you get a chance to attend
a PMA show in the future
(Las Vegas – 2007), I highly
recommend it.

A Nikonian Explains it
®

By Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)

Understanding the Multi-CAM 1000 Autofocus

Digital Darrell used Nikon Autofocus and fill-flash to
capture a beautiful view of the Great Smoky Mountains
with his daughter holding a D100 in the foreground. He is
confident that this photo, taken with his Nikon D2x, could
easily have been taken with the D200 using the appropriate
combination of focus mode and custom settings.
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The Nikon D200 is proving to be one
of the most popular digital SLR cameras
ever produced by Nikon, and for good
reason. Within the D200’s smallersized body lives the heart of a true
professional camera. Since it contains
most of the feature sets of Nikons
costing thousands more, the D200 is a
complex and effective image maker as
long as you understand the technology
that makes it work.
One of the more complex parts of
a camera’s operating system is the
Autofocus (AF) subsystem. The MultiCAM 1000 AF system was released for
the first time in the Nikon D200, so we’ll
use that camera and its manual as the
base for this article.

continued >
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To really maximize the use
the Multi-CAM 1000, it’s
important that new users
spend some with the camera’s
manual until they have a good
grasp of how the AF system
works.
This is significantly improved
version of the Multi-CAM
900 autofocus module found
in the Nikon D100, D70, and
D50 digital SLR (DSLR) cameras.
Why is it called Multi-CAM
1000? The number 1000
represents the approximate
number of CCD contrast-sensing elements in the autofocus
system. With so many elements, it will autofocus in low
to high light levels and at high
speeds.
A unique feature of the
Multi-CAM 1000 in the D200
is the ability to combine the
11 sensors into a 7-sensor
wide-array arrangement. This
gives you the ability to better follow moving subjects
like flying birds, race cars, or
airplanes.
What is Focus Lock,
and How Does it Work?
If a subject is moving, the
camera will use two technologies to track it. They’re called
Predictive Focus Tracking®
and Focus Tracking with LockOn®.
Using these technologies,
the camera detects that the
subject is moving in the few
milliseconds that autofocus
is in action. According to
whether it’s in “single-focus”
AF-S mode (Single Servo AF)
or “constant-focus” AF-C
mode (Continuous Servo AF)
two distinct events will occur.

Single Servo AF: In this case,
the autofocus system sees subject movement and does not
“lock” the focus until the subject stops moving. When the
subject stops the focus “locks.”
Once this lock takes place, the
little round green light comes
on in the viewfinder, and autofocus activity ceases. You
must reactivate autofocus by
lifting your finger and reapplying pressure. The focus is truly
locked and will not try to follow
your subject unless you refocus.
To follow a moving subject
requires you to tap the shutter
button as the subject moves.
Continuous Servo AF: When
using this mode the autofocus never “locks” at all. It
does “lock on” to your subject
though, and tracks it until you
take a picture.
So, “Focus Lock” is simply
the camera making a decision,
based on the fact that it has
acquired a subject and is ready
for taking a picture.
Once the camera decides
that it is ready, something else
comes into play. It will capture
images with two levels of focus
accuracy, according to how
you have the AF “priority” set
in Custom Settings a1 and a2.
The two priorities are “Focus”
or “Release.” We’ll discuss
these in the next section.

Release Priority vs. Focus
Priority - Custom Settings a1
and a2
Let’s consider a couple of very
important custom settings that
can affect how many images
you get that are truly in sharp
focus. They’re Custom Settings
“a1” and “a2,” which sets the
camera to either FOCUS PRIORITY or RELEASE PRIORITY.
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These apply to AF-C (Continuous Servo AF), and AF-S
(Single Servo AF). AF-C uses
custom setting a1, while AF-S
uses a2.
Focus Priority simply means
that your camera will refuse to
take a picture until it can reasonably focus on something.
Release Priority means that
the camera will take a picture
when you decide to take it,
regardless if anything is “in
focus” or not.
Now, you might ask yourself
“why is there such a setting as
Release Priority?” Well, many
professional photographers are
shooting high-speed events
at high-frame rates, taking
hundreds of images, using
depth-of-field (or experience
and luck) to compensate for
less than accurate focus. They
are in complete control of their
camera’s systems relying on
a huge amount of practice in
getting the focus right where
they want it to be.
So, clearly, there are valid
reasons for certain photographers not to use Focus Priority. But, most of those same
photographers do not let the
shutter release button start
the autofocus either, since the
focus would change every time
the shutter button is pressed.
They set Custom Setting a6 so
the autofocus does not even
activate until the AF-ON button is pressed. (see manual
page 151) They then use the
AF-ON button for their autofocus, and the shutter button to take the picture. They
separate the two functions
instead of using the shutter
button for both.
continued >
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Custom Setting Menu screens for a1.
If you are a pro, shooting
hundreds of pictures of fast
race cars, focus priority may
not be for you. But, for the
average photographer taking photos of his kids running
around the yard, a beautiful
landscape, flying birds, or a
bride tossing a bouquet, Focus
Priority is the best choice. For
most of us, it’s better to have
the camera refuse to take
the picture unless it is able to
focus on your subject.
When shooting quickly, focus
priority may cause your camera to skip a series of out-offocus images. Focus Priority
will slow down your camera’s
frame rate so that it will not
reach the maximum 5 frames
per second. Above are pictures of the series of menu
screens used to set Release vs.
Focus Priority.
For AF-C Mode using Custom Setting a1 the factory
default is for “FPS Rate” priority. Most of us will want to
change that to “Focus” priority. (FPS = Frames Per Second)
“FPS rate” and “FPS rate +
AF” are both forms of Release
Priority, with “FPS rate + AF”
giving “improved” autofocus
while still allowing the image
to be taken no matter what.
For reliably sharp focus in AFC mode, use Focus Priority.
On this menu, it’s the bottom
“Focus” selection.
Now, let’s turn our attention

to AF-S mode and Custom
Setting a2. We need to verify
whether Focus or Release Priority is set. Examine the illustration at the bootom of the
page for the correct sequence
of menu items.
For AF-S Mode using Custom Setting a2, see illustration
below.
In a2, your choices are “Focus” and “Release.” Since the
factory default is Focus Priority,
it may already be set to “Focus.” If not, then select Focus.
Now, your D200 is set up to
take an image ONLY if it can
focus on your subject, no matter what AF mode you choose.
Predictive Focus Tracking® vs.
Focus Tracking with Lock-On®
You may have read in your
manual about the two types of
“Focus Tracking” provided by
the Multi-CAM 1000 module.
Indeed, these are two different types of technology. Focus
Tracking with Lock On is user
controllable, and Predictive
Focus Tracking is not. (See
Predictive Focus Tracking in
the manual on page 52) and
Focus Tracking with Lock-On
(manual page 150).

These two tracking systems
can work together to help you
get well focused images.
Predictive Focus Tracking
relies on a technology designed
to help in instances when your
subject is moving as you press
the shutter button to actually take the picture. There’s a
delay in the shutter actuation
time of only a few milliseconds.
This is a mere 50-millisecond
delay which could tend to
cause fast moving subjects to
go out of focus by the time the
shutter actually fires.
When you press the shutter button for autofocus the
camera’s computer asks, “Is
this subject moving?” Here’s
what happens next:

AF-S
(Single Servo AF Mode)
Subject is NOT moving: It
instantly LOCKS the focus on
your subject, and waits for
you to fire the shutter. If you
do not release shutter button pressure, and your subject
starts moving, your focus will
be out of date and useless.
Once you have focus lock, take
the picture quickly.
Subject is moving: Predictive Focus Tracking figures out
how far the subject will move
before the shutter fires. Once
you’ve pressed the shutter button all the way down it moves
the lens elements slightly

Custom Setting Menu screens for a2.
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to correspond to where the
subject should be when the
shutter fires a few milliseconds
later. In other words, it focuses slightly in front of your
subject so that the camera has
time to move the mirror and
get the shutter blades out of
the way.
It takes 50 milliseconds for the
camera to respond to pressing the shutter release. If you
are shooting an Airshow, for
instance, in 50 milliseconds a
fast moving airplane can move
enough to slightly change the
focus area by the time the
shutter opens.
If you press the shutter in one
smooth motion all the way to
shutter release, first autofocus
occurs, then the mirror moves
up and the shutter starts opening. That takes the previously
mentioned 50 milliseconds. In
the time it takes for the camera to respond to your shutter release press, the airplane
has moved slightly, which just
barely throws the autofocus
off. The camera’s computer
predicts where the airplane will
be when the image is actually
exposed, and adjusts the focus
accordingly.
Think about this illustration:
Let’s say you were playing a
ball game and you threw the
ball to a running player. You
would have to throw the ball
slightly in front of the receiving
player so that the ball and he
arrive in the same place at the
same time.
Predictive Focus Tracking does
that for you so that you don’t
have to focus your camera in
front of your subject and wait
50 milliseconds for it to arrive.
That would be a bit hard to
time!

AF-C (Continuous Servo
AF Mode)
Since AF-C mode never truly
“locks” the focus, it’s always
ready to take a picture. It will
focus on the subject as long
as you hold the shutter button
half way down, but even small
camera or subject movements
will make it refocus over and
over. You’ll hear the lens chatter
as the focus stays on your subject and constantly makes small
adjustments. When you press
the shutter button fully, the
picture is taken in whatever the
last focus position was. If you
have Focus Priority set (custom
settings a1 and a2), the image
will be in focus, if you do not, it
may not be.
Lens movement, especially with
long lenses, can be interpreted
by the camera as subject movement. Predictive Focus Tracking
in this case is tracking your camera movement while simultaneously trying to track your subject. Attempting to handhold a
long lens will drive your camera
NUTS (as it will you) when you
later view the shaky pictures.
Use a vibration reduction (VR)
lens or a tripod for best results.
Nikon says that there are
special algorithms in Predictive Focus Tracking that notice
sideways movement, realize
that you are panning, and shut
down Predictive Focus tracking.
If the subject is moving toward
or away from the camera, it will
track focus while attempting to
predict where the subject will
be when the shutter is released.
Predictive Focus Tracking is
not activated by the D200 for
sideways subject movement or
panning.

Focus tracking with Lock-On®
(custom setting a5)…
This technology is designed
with a completely different
purpose in mind. It’s a focus
algorithm that allows your
D200 to lock focus on a subject and ignore anything that
comes between the camera
and the subject for a period
of time. It will “Lock On” and
track where that subject is on
the array of focus sensors.
AF-S and Single AF mode is
not as accurate when using
Focus Tracking with Lock-On
since the D200 is using only
one selected sensor.
The “Lock On” part will work
with one sensor in use. But
how will the “Focus Tracking”
work since there is only one
sensor in use?
Dynamic Area AF will give
you more accurate tracking of
moving subjects, since it uses
an array of sensors. When you
switch to AF-C mode, also get
in the habit of switching to one
of the Dynamic Area or Group
Dynamic focusing modes.
Custom setting a5 (Lock On)
has little to do with how well
the D200 focuses. Instead, it
is concerned with what it is focused on. Here are some good
reasons to leave Custom Setting a5, “or Lock-On, enabled
in your D200.
Dynamic Area AF with Closest
Subject Priority with Lock-On
disabled will instantly react to
something coming between
your subject and the camera.
By enabling custom setting a5,
the camera will ignore anything that briefly gets between
you and your subjects. If you
turn a5 off and use Closest
Subject Priority, your camera
continued >
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will happily switch focus to a
closer subject, even if it only
appears in the frame for a moment.
A good example of this is
when you are tracking a moving subject, and just as you
are about to snap the picture a
closer or brighter object enters
the edge of the frame and is
picked up by an outside sensor. The camera will instantly
switch focus to the intruding subject. If you turn off
Custom Setting a5 you’ll get
a camera that doesn’t know
how to keep its attention on
the subject you are trying to
photograph.
When using Dynamic Focus
modes, I call turning off custom setting a5, “focus roulette!”
Custom Setting a5 also allows you to select the length
of time that your camera will
ignore an intruding object that
blocks your subject. The a5
setting specifies the following:
Short (about 1 second)
Normal (about 2 seconds)
Long (about 3 seconds)
This allows you to fine tune
how you want Focus Tracking
with Lock On to work. It can
ignore an intruding subject for
a few seconds.
In testing the D200, with Lock
On enabled, I was amused at
how adamant it was about
staying with the current subject. I’d focus on a map on the
wall, and then cover the focusing sensor with the D200 manual. The D200 would quickly
switch to another sensor that
detected the map. When I
covered the new sensor with
the manual, it would pop to

another sensor and keep the
focus on the map. I could just
hear the D200 muttering, “Hah,
you can’t fool me, I can still see
a little edge of that map there,
so I’m not changing focus!”
Only when I stuck the D200
manual completely in front of
the lens, covering all the sensors, did the D200 decide to
start timing the “a5 Lock On”
time-out. After a second or
three the D200 would give up
on the map and focus on the
manual instead.
In fact, I think I could hear a
tiny little voice saying, “Hmm,
I can’t see the map because of
that stupid manual in front of
my lens. Okay, 1-second…still
no map…2 seconds…no map
yet…3 seconds…well, I guess
the map’s gone, I’ll focus on the
manual now.”
Try this yourself! It’s quite
fun, and will teach you something about the power of your
camera’s AF system. But, if you
actually do hear voices - consult
a doctor. (I did!)
This concludes the introductory
Multi-Cam 1000 tutorial for this
edition of the Nikonian.
Our Nikonians Resources
Library will soon feature Digital
Darrell’s full article, complete
with illustrating graphics.
It will include detailed instructions for understanding Single,
Dynamic, and Group Autofocus
Settings as well as step-by-step
instructions on optimizing the
wide range of custom settings
for your particular shooting
requirements.

USA
Calendar
UNITED STATES
“Mark Seliger:
In My Stairwell”
Most recent body of work by
Texas native Mark Seliger,
focusing on contemporary
artists, musicians, and actors
on the stairwell of his studio
in New York’s West Village.
Through 4-Jun-06
Caroline Wiess Law Building
Museum of Fine Arts
Houston, TX
www.mfah.org
“Hiroshi Sugimoto:
History of History”
Contemporary Japanese
photographer Hiroshi
Sugimoto explores
connections between the past
and present by juxtaposing his
photographs with artifacts of
ancient and medieval Japan
from his personal collection.
Through 30-Jun-06
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery
1050 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC
www.asia.si.edu
“Reflections from the Heart”
Exhibit of works by
photojournalism pioneer
and founding Magnum
photographer David Seymour.
Through 4-Jun-06
Corcoran Gallery of Art
Washington, DC
www.corcoran.org
World Calendar, see page 25

Support Our Advertisers, They Support Us

Our advertisers make much of what we do possible.
Please let them know that you learned about their goods
or services from an advertisement here in the Nikonian.
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Nikonian Membership Levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership.
Of course there is the free trial membership, but
we invite you to enjoy the fun and benefits of
Silver, Gold and Platinum membership.
By contributing a nominal annual fee you help
support the cost of keeping Nikonians operational and receive your own space in the Member Galleries to share your pictures. You will
also gain the ability to post your pictures in the
forums for helpful critique or for sharing or as a
means to illustrate a point you are making.
To secure Silver, Gold or Platinum membership,
or to upgrade your current status, please visit
the Membership link at www.nikonians.org.
Below is a summary of membership benefits.
Silver Membership
We thank you at this level of membership with:
+ Image Gallery. The member’s galleries are
located on our high performance Nikonians
gallery server, where you can upload and manage your own images. 15Mbyte of space is
enough to hold 200 x 75Kbyte images or 100 x
150Kbyte images.
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours, Nikonians
Workshops and Nikonians Events
+ Image uploads in forums
+ Access to “classifieds” section. (I want to
sell; I want to buy, Photographers Wanted)
Silver Membership is 25 US Dollars per year,
less than seven cents a day.

Gold Membership
This membership level adds to benefits already
listed under Silver Membership, and features
more gallery space and the popular Nikonians
ID card.
+ Image Gallery like in Silver Membership,
but with 50Mbyte space, equivalent to 660 x
75Kbyte images or 330 x 150 Kbyte images.
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours, Workshops
and Events and up to 10% off on the price
+ The exclusive Nikonians Photographer identification badge
+ Access to “classifieds” section.
The Gold Membership is 75 US Dollars per
year.

Platinum Membership
The most exclusive membership level comes
with a very large gallery and other benefits:
+ Image Gallery like in Gold Membership, but
with 200Mbyte space, equivalent to 2500 x
75Kbyte images or 1250 x 150 Kbyte images.
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours, Workshops, and Events, and up to 10% off on the
price
+ The exclusive Nikonians Photographer ID+
Nikonians ANPAT CD-ROM Collection (currently 2 CD’s and soon to be 4 CD-ROMS)
+ Access to “classifieds” section.
The Platinum Membership is 200 US Dollars
per year.

Trial Silver Membership Now Available at Nikonians
This allows Nikon enthusiasts to test the Silver level at Nikonians. The Silver level trial is

good for 25 days. Members can discontinue the service at any time within the trial period.
If the member decides to stay at the Silver level no further action will be required. After
the trial period the member will automatically be upgraded to full Silver level.
The free trial coincides with an already announced shift in operations that will
discontinue the ability of members to post images directly from outside servers.
All members will still be able to publish links to their work. Clicking the links will lead to
their images without automatically posting those images in their Nikonians post.
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Nikonian Tips & Tricks
®

By Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell)

How to Create Impressive Sunset and Sky Photographs
Why Sunset and Sky Images?
To tap into emotions we all share
at these breath-taking moments!

What can match the wonderful feelings elicited by a deep
orange sunset on a warm summer evening? For thousands of
years our ancestors have been looking up in awe and wonder at
these natural displays. Painters have painted and photographers
have photographed.
Can we capture that reality? We can only try!
With our cameras we seek to capture deep rich colors and a
range of light that film cannot normally contain but our eyes
can clearly see. It is possible to capture enough of that reality to
make absolutely stunning images. Whether you use film or digital
cameras, you can make sunset and sky pictures that others will
want to own.
Your walls and albums can be decorated with images that will
make others ask you, “how?” There are specific things you need
to learn to help capture that exact moment of light you love. Let
us begin...
Equipment
1. A better than basic camera.
Single-lens reflex highly preferred.
2. A quality lens, preferably a zoom type.
3. A good tripod or a bean bag for camera support.
4. Slow film, or a low ISO digital film setting.
Let’s discuss each of these items in detail.
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1. A Better Than Basic Camera
To accurately capture a sunset you must be able to make
exposure decisions for yourself. A fully automatic camera
(which does not allow you to
control the exposure) will have
a hard time making an exposure
when the sun is in the frame. It
will tend to expose for the very
bright sun, and completely lose
the exciting colors surrounding
the sun.
If the sun is below the horizon it is not as difficult. In fact,
many “sunset” pictures actually
contain no image of the sun,
just the marvelous color of its
light reflecting on the clouds.
Your camera should have the
option of choosing either full
manual exposure controls or (at
the very least) an “Auto-exposure Lock” button so you can
control the final exposure.
An SLR, or “single-lens reflex”
camera, allows better viewing
of the scene and allows lens
changes. It is also generally
heavier, which provides needed
stability for slower shutter
speed hand-held shots.
2. A Quality Zoom Lens
One might think that a very
wide angle lens would be best
for sunset and sky photography.
That might be true in some circumstances, but in most cases it
is not!
Many sunsets pictures are not
wide expanses of sky. They are
carefully selected portions of
continued >
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that sky. So (in the majority of
cases) a longer zoom lens will
be your best choice. This reinforces my suggestion to use an
SLR when possible. The ability
to switch lenses on the spot is
a major benefit.
Most of my sunsets have
been taken with a 28-85
zoom, or a 70-300 zoom. The
zoom lens allows you to compose or frame just the area you
want in the picture. But, we’ll
talk more about that later. You
may use a single focus lens
if you prefer, but you’ll need
several, and will be changing
frequently. The best light from
a sunset lasts at best a few
minutes, and sometimes only a
few seconds. You won’t have
much time for lens changes!
Zoom lenses allow you to
frame and capture quickly.
3. A Good Tripod
In some sunset shots you will
find plenty of available light
and a tripod is not absolutely
necessary. I strongly suggest using tripods whenever
possible because most zoom
lenses are slower than prime
lenses, and may be used at

maximum zoom lengths. You
want to eliminate any chance of
“camera shake” and an unsharp
picture.
Also, since you will be taking
many sunsets in low light, you
will definitely not be able to
hand hold the camera. A VR
(Vibration Reduction) lens will
help, but a good tripod is always
the best solution. An alternative is to buy a big beanbag
to steady the camera and lens
while shooting. Most camera
stores carry them, or you could
make one easily enough.
Many of my sunsets are shot
after the sun is well below the
horizon, which is when the best
colors generally appear. At that
time, the shutter speeds can
be in the less than 1/15th of a
second range. My bottom line
is you have not already guessed:
a tripod is very important for
sharpness in your images.
4. Slow Film, or low ISO Digital
Settings
Since many of your best sunset
shots will be enlarged to 8x10
inches or larger, it makes sense
to use a slower film such as 100
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or 200 ISO print or slide types.
If you use a digital camera,
just keep your ISO settings
down to around the 100 or
200 ISO range for best results.
Grain or noise will appear in
enlargements if you use a fast
film or high ISO setting. Sunsets have very striking colors.
Slower films (lower ISO settings) will tend to capture
them the best. Today’s films
tend to super-saturate oranges, yellows, and reds. That
is great, because it allows the
beautiful colors of the setting
sun to come out in your photographs.
The computer will allow you
to adjust the colors and visual brilliance (we like to call
it “snap”) of your images for
digital image processing.
5. A Computer & Image
Adjustment Software
By shooting with a digital
camera, or scanning your images into your computer, you
will have much more control
over the final outcome of your
sunset images.
The human eye can see much
more color and light range
than any film or digital sensor
so you may need to adjust the
image to match your memory
of the actual scene.
With a name like “Digital
Darrell” you can accurately
assume I have been perfecting my digital approach. I use
a Windows compatible computer, and Adobe PhotoShop.
Others use a Macintosh, or
even a Linux computer. The
computers and software do
not change the approach to
this subject learned in the film
days.
continued >
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RULE 2: Carry your camera
with you everywhere you
go!

Specific Photographic Techniques
Be Careful!
The sun may be 93 million miles away but it has enough power
from that far to heat an asphalt parking lot to 150 degrees.
Imagine the heat that is generated when you magnify that sun.
Do you remember the kid from your youth who sizzled ants
with his magnifying glass? (You didn’t do that did you?)
Well — when you point your zoom lens at the sun and focus it,
you have just made an equally dangerous magnifying glass. Your
eye becomes the sizzling ant. DON’T DO IT! I can just imagine
the lawsuit now.
“But, your honor. He said in his article that we can take pictures
of the setting sun, and well, I did. How was I to know my face
would burst into flames?”

RULE 1: If you can’t comfortably look at the sun with
your naked eye as it is passing below the horizon,
it will blind you...permanently...when you look at it
through your zoom lens. USE COMMON SENSE!
If that doesn’t scare you consider this: It will destroy your
camera’s light meter, burn a hole in your shutter, and melt the
glue holding your lens elements together. Now that you factor in
how much you paid for your camera and that lens perhaps you
will “see the light.” Seriously, I hope by now you understand the
importance of my sizzled ants story.
You see, I was one of those kids that sizzled ants with his
magnifying glass. (Oh, the shame!) And, don’t ask me about my
eye patch.
Now that my lawyer feels better let’s move on to more
interesting things.

Of all the techniques we
will discuss in this article,
this is probably the most
important. It may seem that
always carrying a camera is
inconvenient but the best
sunsets often occur while
you’re driving home from
work, or when you walk out of
the mall on the way home. If
you don’t have your camera
with you, you won’t get the
sunset.
The best sunsets happen
when you least expect it and
where there are lots of trees,
poles, and wires in the way.
You have to learn to shoot
from the strangest places just
to get that incredible shot.
To make things worse, that
breathtaking sunset’s colorful
light lasts for a few minutes at
the most. You must be ready
to run for the hills, getting
above the wires and poles to
get your shot.
I remember one very nice
sunset that happened about
5:30 p.m. while driving home
from work. When I saw it
I started looking for highground to capture it. The only
place I could find was a UHaul parking lot up on the side
of a hill. I pulled in, jumped
out of my car, whipped out my
SLR and attached my 400mm
zoom so I could shoot between
the telephone poles. From that
point on I was shooting away.
Of course, to the people
observing me in my U-Haul
vantage point, I suppose I
looked like a terrorist with
a missile launcher. It’s a bit
continued >
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unusual to see someone rush
into your parking lot, jump
out of the car, and pull out
what looks like a dangerous
weapon. But, they didn’t
call the police after I waved,
showed them my camera,
and pointed at the sunset. In
fact, I think I heard one of
them say, “Man!...look at
that sunset, I wish I had my
camera!”
Just a few days later my
family and I were driving
down a country road. When
I rounded a curve and looked
out my window, I saw the
image above shining over a
hillside cow pasture. What if
my camera had been at home,
instead of next to me?
So, remember! Keep your
camera with you. You never
know when a sunset will
appear that you must own.
You may become known
as the nut that always has a
camera with you, but no one
else in your circle of friends
will have sunsets like yours.
When they ask how you do
it you can just smile and say,
“Hey, it’s really technical.”

Just Get the Shot
Since so many lovely sunsets
happen without notice, you’ll
find yourself shooting from odd
places. Sometimes it just isn’t
possible to get into position for
an uncluttered shot before the
colorful light fades.

RULE 3: Take the picture
anyway!
Get it — even if there’s a telephone pole, wires, or a tower
in the image. Some of the best
sunsets shots I’ve ever made
were taken on the side of the
highway with trucks blowing
me over, and electrical wires in
the way. I learned to use Photoshop to remove these unwanted distractions.
Computers have made things
a lot easier for photographers.
Even if you do not feel comfortable working with a computer,
you probably know someone
who is.
Like most photographers raised
in the film age, I am always
reluctant to digitally modify
a standard photo using the
modern tools available these
days. However, when it comes
to sunsets I enjoy the ability to
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portray the actual scene with
a few tweaks to eliminate
the unwanted obstructions
that plagued me during the
“shoot.”
Remember, the actual sunset
was seen by thousands of others without cameras, and each
will have no recollection of
those minor distractions in the
foreground.
Just don’t miss an incredible
shot because objects are in the
image. They can be removed
later. Shoot first and ask questions later. You can learn to do
this in Photoshop, and it’s not
too hard.
Add Some Dimensional Depth
When your eyes take in a
deeply colored sunset you’re
not just looking at the colors.
Without thinking about it you
are judging distances by noting a tree in the foreground,
or a mountain in the middle
ground.
We see in three dimensions
(3D). Part of your response to
a beautiful sunset is the size
of that massive sky, and the
colors contrasting with closer
silhouetted objects. You see
the depth in the image and it
moves you.
Unfortunately, when the camera captures the sunset it can’t
hold that feeling of depth.
That is unless you include
objects in the fore or middle
ground that assist in portraying
that depth.

RULE 4: Include
interesting foreground
objects when possible.
A sunset picture, with all its
color is interesting, but, it is
still is only a two dimensional
object (2D).

continued >
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The Contest Winners

Add something to your
sunset image that suggests
depth. Your image will appear
more interesting.
Note in the image above
that there’s a tree in the
foreground of the image, and
a hill in the middle ground.
Plus, in this sunset there is an
interesting cloud line in the far
middle ground. In effect, your
eye subconsciously includes
dimension. In this case you
have four layers of depth. 2D
becomes 3D!
Your eye is led from the
foreground, through the
different layers and finally
settles on the beautiful color
of the warm sunset. A smile
immediately follows!

Conclusion
Very few picture types can
illicit as much awe as a well
composed sunset or skycolor image. The sky can be
overwhelmingly beautiful at
times and it’s worth the effort
and expense to capture this
beauty.
Keep your camera with you,
and check the morning or
evening sky. Soon, you’ll own
some impressive sky paintings
that your non-photographer
friends will envy.
Keep on capturing time…
All images and this story,
copyright in the year created by
Darrell Young.

Be sure and check out the latest Nikonians & Nikon news with
frequent updates from the imaging and photo industry with a
Nikonian touch. With over 40,000 visitors per day and a team of
over 40 photographer/news gatherers you’re sure to be kept well
informed. http://blog.nikonians.org/
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Wendy Roscoe said this about
her award winning photograph
seen on the front cover.
“The Image Autumn Leaf
came about when I was walking my daughter home from
school. She saw some beautiful
Autumn Leaves and wanted to
pick them. As she held them
up to her face I was amazed
the colours of the leaf were
similar to her lips. I wanted to
capture this to share with some
friends.”
What the judging panel said:
“A great and simple idea, well
executed. Good composition
and a strong expression make
for a bold image that has cover
potential.”
“Bold, unique and fun. An
excellent concept on the part
of the photographer.”
Oliver Kuerten said this about
his award winning black &
white photograph shown on
the back cover.
“My D2X was new, and it
was a chance to test the high
speed mechanism of that camera. I’ve used a Sigma 500/4
lens to shoot some of the
doves sitting on a small rock.
When they flew away I’ve
made several shots and I was
very pleased by the results. So:
Even if you’re in a boring situation and there are only birds
around you - your D2X makes
the best out of it.”
What the judging panel said:
“A graceful image that becomes almost abstract in
nature due to the alignment of
the wings. A unique image of
a familiar subject.”
“A very good example that
timing is everything.”
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The Nikonians 6th Annual Photo Adventure Trip (ANPAT) is Booking Fast

ANPAT co-host Darrel Young
shot this scenic stream last year
along the Little Pigeon River in
Eastern Tennessee in the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park
with his Nikon D2x.

The ANPAT will be held at the
Smoky Mountains National
Park, South Tennessee and
North Carolina in the U.S.
October 21 through 28, 2006.
Hosted by Nikonian Darrel
Young (Digital Darrell),
Nikonians Writers Guild
founding member and resident
of the area, and Nikonians cofounder Bo Stahlbrandt and J.
Ramón Palacios, this trip offers
one week of Autumn foliage,
landscapes and waterfalls
photography — exactly at
the time when the fall foliage
shows its full color palette,
breathtaking landscapes,
sunrises & sunsets.
Co-host J. Ramón Palacios
describes the trip as
perfect timing for Autumn
photography.
“We checked with NASA
for their weather forecast
and consulted with some of
the elders at the Cherokee
Reservation,” he said. “This is
the week to go!”
The ANPAT, like those
preceding it offers a chance to
meet fellow Nikonians, always
eager to share and learn from
each other, besides having a
lot of fun together.

“It is the Nikonians Field Event
of the Year,” said Palacios.
“It is our chance to get out of
the office to shoot, talk shop,
exchange tips and tricks and be
inspired by fellow Nikonians and
amazing scenics.”
All Silver, Gold and Platinum
members are eligible to join
the ANPAT. New Nikonians can
qualify by merely upgrading to
the SGP ranks.
The ANPAT will use 12passenger vans for a maximum
occupancy of nine persons
per vehicle to be comfortable
and send a single one to each
shooting site to avoid crowding.
They will be visiting:
- Cades Cove
- Tremont
- Laurel Falls
- Scenic Highway 73
- Roaring Fork
- Newfound Gap
- Clingman’s Dome
- Blue Ridge Parkway
August 31, 2006 is the “cutoff” or “last call” date, making
it the latest we may be able to
guarantee accommodations. We
will appreciate early payments
in full because we need to pay
hotels by July 20.
Your ANPAT contribution
covers:
All transportation from the time
you arrive to the airport until we
drop you off there on your way
back plus all accommodations
and meals, starting with a
welcome dinner on Saturday
(October 21) , ending with a
farewell dinner on Friday night
(October 27).
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All Parks permits and fees are
also covered.
Book now! Our ANPATS
are always full and as of this
moment we only have a very
few seats left. To learn more
visit www.greaterphoto.com.

Nikonians
Workshops
in North America
The North America Series of
Nikonians Workshops for 2006
has been a success with classes
on Nikon Capture, Adobe
Photoshop for Photographers,
Nikon D70/D70s and i-TTL
Creative Lighting.
We have been receiving enthusiastic and thankful feedback from attending fellow
members.
You can still make it, as we
still have seats available at
locations such as Fort Lauderdale, Florida; Phoenix Arizona;
Vancouver, BC and other cities.
For more information please
visit www.greaterphoto.com.

Nikonians News
Flash Podcasts
Adding to our series of
Podcasts “Behind the Lens”
and the ever popular “Image
Doctors” we now have the
voice of Jessica Odell joining
the team with a weekly series
“News Flash.” You’ll find
it filled with timely news
from the community, Nikon
Corporation and the photo/
imaging industry. Her Podcasts
are linked from the
http://blog.nikonians.org site.

Behind the 2005 Nikonians Photographers of the Year
By Chris Gray (wpgf100) Director of Nikonians Photo Contests

©Oliver Kuerten, 2005
Gracing the front cover of this edition of the Nikonian is the image that has
earned for Wendy Roscoe (tinkerbell) of Australia the 2005 First Place win in
our Nikonians Photo Contest Colour Category. Above is the Black/White winner
“Flying V” by Oliver Kuerten (inselney).
Wendy’s photo of her daughter caught the attention of our Nikonians Master
Society judging panel in June 2005, and it was finally chosen as the colour
category winner for the entire year. Her work with a Nikon D70 is displayed in
her gallery, and she now can add a new Nikon D70s kit, with an 18-70 DX lens to
her equipment list. She won the kit as well as a one year Gold Membership with
Nikonians.org.
Our search for Nikonian images to earn recognition through the year consisted of
two categories: Colour and Black/White. It was divided into 12 monthly segments.
Each segment (month) the best Colour and Black/White entry were picked. Last
year we had 1,294 entries or an average of over 100 each month. The finalists
where chosen by a rotating judging panel made up of the Forum Moderators. It
usually took three rounds of judging to come up with the single winning entry for
each category. This was usually accomplished in three weeks.
The Nikonians Master Society acts as the judging panel for the finals. This is
a group of accomplished and recognized photographers. Their function is to
determine the overall 1st and 2nd place photographs in both of the categories.
Again this is done by several rounds of voting. There is no collaboration between
judges. Each judge acts individually and scoring is tabulated on that basis. Scoring
is based on the published criteria for the contest.
Judging was very close in this years contest, especially during the finals. All the
judges throughout the year and the Nikonian Masters Society deserve credit for
the outstanding role they played in making the contest a great success.
But having said that — all Nikonians that entered are the ones that really made it
a success. Without them there would not have been a contest to begin with, and
it was evident through the course of the year that we had top quality images that
consistently challenged not only our judging panel, but our fellow Nikonians who
were inspired to compete.

